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Easter Song 
 
There was no star above, that darkest day. 
 

The cross stood edged against a snarling  
sky; and boiling clouds plunged  
down to nullify His nakedness, His shame.   
No angels bent to brace His dying,  
to proclaim the Christ reborn.  
No kings converged. No shepherd  
blew a solemn horn.   
 

The crowds that surged beneath the limp cadaver studied Him with fear,  
or cheered with unveiled lust. But none  
could hear, beyond that taunting roar,  
the Call—the Cry—that thrust from Heaven’s shore. Or know the Why. But 0h, He knew! 
Beyond His grief, behind the noise  
and silence . . . A Voice as vast and far  
removed as dawn—He heard! And oh,  
He knew, and called . . . and then was gone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

Getting There 
Preparing our Hearts  

 
 
Easter . . . a holiday with religious overtones and baskets filled with eggs and toys and candy.  
Easter . . . the Day we were born. For the second time. Our Forever Time.  
     

When Jesus staggered up the road to Golgotha, He was convicted as a Messiah “pretender” by the priests and 
Pharisees. His healing hands and words of life were not received as the fulfillment of the promise of the 
prophets, evidence of JAHWEH among His people. His claims were an insult to the assemblage of those who 
held the historic key of faith and revelation. He had betrayed his Jewish heritage by His quiet but insistent 
rebuttal when Pilate questioned His identity.  

In the eyes of both church and state, He was, of course, a “danger” to the strict and sturdy faith of the people 
He was born to. And so, His death.  

And so, our recovered identity. IF we choose to find it. If we choose to accept His choosing us.  

If we have not suffered, in some perhaps hidden trudge through life—our own Golgotha—we believe we don’t 
“need” saving. If we are competent, able to shift gears somewhat dexterously—trusting our instincts, learning 
to test the waters, ride the waves, float or paddle, we find it hard to find HIM.  

But it is not the severity of life that always measures our need for Him. It is the poverty of our response to life 
that betrays us,  

that defines us as lost, that blights our me-centered souls. We are fixed to a “creed,” a mindset that caters to 
our slanted yearnings, our self-preservation: the grip of society’s promises and premises . . . its slight-of-soul.  
Gorging on chocolate eggs in a hungry world.  

And yet, we are born to be reborn! Deep-breathed—cell-deep, soul-deep! To open our hands, our arms, our 
pulsing hearts, and receive Love from beyond all that is human. To discover amazement. To treasure an intricate 
simplicity of living—an engagement that knows implicitly the horror, the emptiness, the loneliness that settles 
upon humanity . . . and teaches us that each is our unknown neighbor. We need to feel the pierce of thorns, the 
nails. And above all, we need to bleed away the years of spiritual coagulation . . . and find that we are more than 
body, greater than our specious ways and awkward silences.  

And so we are invited to help carry HIS cross. To heft and hold the foot of it, to dog His footsteps. To learn what 
it means to forgive beyond our own shallow morès. We are, yes, born to be far larger than our body’s small 
containment—large enough to tote His overflowing basket. 

If “Happy Easter!” were sweet upon the tongue only, His Words of Life would be sterile. But they are the 
insistent, astonishing sweetness of Eternal Love. This alone, this above all, is the true Gift of Easter.  

~ 
He is forever yearning over His Own dear ones, forever calling us beyond the ordinary and irredeemable of life. 
Do we know how to listen? How to ask? And the why of our yearning? This is HIS DAY of beginning the end of His 
Life among us. The pilgrimage toward His Death, and beginning of our Forever Life. 

 



 

Wednesday Reflection 
 
Jesus is often referred to by the Church as the “conqueror of death.” This is God’s absolute truth as seen from 
the informed human perspective—our facing the great Unknown; immortality as our “hope;” a Godly assurance 
to pacify our griefs and mitigate our fear of death with the promise of unlimited eternity. But the cross itself 
doesn’t so explicitly verify Jesus’ victory over death as does His sudden and irrefutably visible return, bloodied 
and unbowed.  
 
Jesus knew well that death did not need “conquering.” After all, He came to us from the other side of it, slipping 
into our bony frame with “ordinariness”. When He returned to life, when He emerged from the airless tomb—
still bloodied, but intrinsically regal, He had become THE MESSIAH. His dying was degradation, was defeat. 
Staked by hefty nails, dangling beside thieves, crying out to His silent Father—no miraculous, triumphant 
ascension before the crowd. No sudden bloodless splendor befitting His Son-ship. He was reduced to a battered 
body . . . as a common casualty of all too common cruelty.  
 

His own, His beloveds, were defeated as well, standing beneath him in despair, disappearing to their homes or 
their familiar upper room—to mourn and wonder at such savagery. 
 
And then, after three long, miserable days for those loved ones, He appeared quietly outside the tomb—the 
chrysalis that had held Him—watching His treasured Mary Magdalene weep. It was His appointed-anointed 
Time to return, alive, simply alive, blood-soaked and stinking in all His brokenness. Majesty, Godly authority, His 
miraculous departure for His Father and Eternal Home was still weeks ahead. Death was not yet conquered, not 
“put to death,” but thrust aside, surmounted. Raw and wounded by the wickedness of humanity, He came back 
to them . . . . 
 
He came back to us, scarred and surrendered, forever to be known as one of us . . . one with us, drawn from 
death into ecstasy. Into the perfect and promised Gift He left for us—Life Eternal with His Father. It is up to us 
to decide whether our “treasures on earth,” including our mindsets, will separate us.  
 
 

 

“Because He Lives” 

“God sent His son; they called Him Jesus. 
He came to love, heal and forgive. 

He lived and died to buy my pardon. 
An empty grave is there to prove my savior lives. 

 

Because He lives, I can face tomorrow, 
Because He lives, all fear is gone; 

Because I know He holds the future, 
And life is worth the living, 

Just because He lives!” 
 

Songwriters: Gloria Gaither, William J. Gaither, 
CAPITOL CHRISTIAN MUSIC GROUP 

 



 

Thursday Reflection 
When Jesus staggered up the road to Golgotha, He was convicted as a Messiah “pretender” by the priests and 
Pharisees. His healing hands and words of life were not received as the fulfillment of the promise of the 
prophets, evidence of JAHWEH among His people. His claims were an insult to the assemblage of those who 
held the historic key of faith and revelation. He had betrayed his Jewish heritage by His quiet but insistent 
rebuttal when Pilate questioned His identity.  
 
In the eyes of both church and state, He was, of course, a “danger” to the strict and sturdy faith of the people 
He was born to. And so, His death.  
 
And so, our recovered identity. IF we choose to find it. IF we choose to accept His choosing us.  
 
If we have not suffered, in some perhaps hidden trudge through life—our own Golgotha—we believe we don’t 
“need” saving. If we are competent, able to shift gears somewhat dexterously—trusting our instincts, learning 
to test the waters, ride the waves, float or paddle, we find it hard to find HIM. 
  
But it is not the severity of life that always measures our need for Him. It is the poverty of our response to life 
that betrays us, that defines us as lost, that blights our me-centered souls. We are fixed to a mindset, a personal 
“creed” that caters to our slanted yearnings, our self-preservation: the grip of society’s promises and premises 
. . . its slight-of-soul. Gorging on chocolate eggs in a hungry world.  
 
And yet, we are born to be reborn! Deep-breathed—cell-deep, soul-deep! To open our hands, our arms, our 
pulsing hearts, and receive Love from beyond all that is human. To discover amazement. To treasure an intricate 
simplicity of living—an engagement that knows implicitly the horror, the emptiness, the loneliness that settles 
upon humanity . . . and teaches us that each is our unknown neighbor. We need to feel the pierce of thorns, the 
nails. And above all, we need to bleed away the years of spiritual coagulation . . . and find that we are more than 
body, greater than our specious ways and awkward silences.  
 
And so we are invited to help carry HIS cross. To heft and hold the foot of it, to dog His footsteps. To learn what 
it means to forgive beyond our own shallow morès. We are, yes, born to be far larger than our body’s small 
containment—large enough to tote His overflowing basket. 
 
If “Happy Easter!” were sweet upon the tongue only, His Words of Life would be sterile. But they are the 
insistent, astonishing sweetness of Eternal Love. This alone, this above all, is the true Gift of Easter.  
    ~ 
Lord, we tiptoe into the “Harshest Day,” a memorial Moment of boundless Love, when You lay lifeless before us, 
once and forever sacrificing Your sacred earth-life, Your very Self for us. 
 
Jesus, we give thanks for the blurred mirrors of our souls, and the window of our seeing—through a glass 
darkly, but seeing You. You have been always with us. Always! Long before time that we know of, and time 
unknown . . . and You will remain with each of us forever, here upon this belabored earth, and beneath the 
glow of Your Father’s/our Father’s love. 
 
 



 

Friday Reflection 
Prior to the actual crucifixion, a day of horror for the captive. Jesus was taken from pillar to post, metaphorically. 
He was dragged in front of authorities who were torn by the sight, the Presence of this man. They tripped over 
their own ways and means of judging, so long and well practiced. This man made fools of them. Jesus baffled 
them, challenged them nearly wordlessly . . . and feared them not.  
 
Jesus always baffles and yes, challenges the “kingpins” of our governing here on earth. He is regularly “crucified” 
by virtually all who yearn for or rule by human power and authority. The Kingdom has not yet come upon us. 
But He comes . . . . 
 
WE ARE CALLED TO CALL UPON HIM. He has offered us, through His disciple Peter, oh, fractious man!, the Keys 
to His Kingdom. 
 
Yes, He frightened them, these typical honchos! No, they could not let Him continue to ply His wondrous, 
uninhibited rules of Life. The people, oh, the people would surely crown Him! 
 
Surely this was what finally sealed His fate. Nor did He crumble beneath their judging. How could they allow 
Him to walk away, free because of their own hesitancy or inconsistency. And so Pilate gave him to the crowd—
the “other” crowd, who ever yearn for the sport of victory over “the others,” whomever they may be. And thus, 
the rebellion of the rabble. 
 
His beloved ones followed Him to His death, and received Him back, restored. The great surge of rabble-rousers 
followed Him FOR His death. And got lost, utterly lost at the foot of the cross.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Saturday Reflection 
 
Faith . . . the sweetness and strength of GOD-become-ours—and our becoming His. A reality we’d never known. 
  
Being a disciple is a precious Gift, a unique and precocious way of life . . . except for the discipline factor—that 
“foundation word” that often “disses” the joy. And yes, we know heart-deep—we believe, we swear on a stack 
of Bibles that we are learning the fine art of discipline, learning how to become a servant, from the Servant. 
Shivering slightly when we say that word.  
 
Servanthood . . . Obedience. Submission. Humility.  And Lent is not only grief over Jesus’ horrific death, and 
celebration of His resurrection, but a declaration to humanity throughout eternity, of Jesus’ own faith journey.  
 
God’s perfect Self made manifest, enfleshed among us, God “recreated” in the midst of a sinful world: Jesus 
growing up a “normal child” in a normal earth-setting to, yes, turn within and recognize His true Being. Son-ship 
as a steady continuum transforming steadily into the earthbound I AM.  
 
Our Savior realized, probably incrementally, that He was born to integrate this on behalf of His Father, Who had 
no weakness, no evil, no inordinate pride. The flagrant sins of God’s created beings had been a continual distress 
for Him from the Days of Eden. The Old Testament provides ample proof! And Jesus, His earthChild, had to 
learn—the slow, often hard way of every earthborn being—what being human meant, and what being divinity 
held. And how to balance this unique complexity. As He grew in body, in perception, in spiritual stature, He both 
learned and taught. Even as a “stripling,” not yet in His teens.  
 
“And He went down with them (parents), and came to Nazareth, and He continued in subjection to them . . . and 
kept increasing in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men.” (Luke 2:51,52) A submissive and intuitive 
child evolving into His singular double nature!  
 
Jesus learned something abject and utterly terrifying during this allotted time. He realized—surely long before 
He began that heart-and body-breaking walk to the cross—that His earth-life would end miserably. A mean and 
sacrificial death. Among the beautiful and powerful and transcendent Gifts that were tucked within His soul, He 
carried a burden that must have sent Him often to the hills to seek His Father’s comfort. On that Last Supper 
night, it drove Him to His knees in tears:  
 
“My soul is deeply grieved, to the point of death…” “He fell on His face and prayed, saying “My Father, if it is 
possible, let this pass from Me…” (Mt. 26:38, 39)  
 
Behind this day of horror lay years of intuitive growth and the warp and weave of discipline: Obedience. 
Submission. Humility. He prepared the way for His own final testing. God’ surrendered Son imparted Life even 
as He endured a torturous death. 

~ 
Because our Lord came to us as one of us—not with the regal panorama so typical of humanity—we are able to 
“ingest,” or feed upon the “daily Bread” of His Being. He was not Kingly; He was beyond such role-playing. His 
heart must have broken endless times from our excesses and poverties. Are we ready to forfeit the norms of such 
living—the political and ultra-theological or UNtheological . . . for a Way that changes everything, that mends 
our broken souls? Tell Him so! YES! 
 
 



 

Easter Reflection 
 
The primary and primordial purpose of creation? God evoking life. Life evolving in God’s image. Therefore, in 
due time and order, introducing the power, authority, and endless love that forgives and redeems the manifold 
and historic sins of God’s created beings. Forgiveness as a birthright, by virtue of our creation.  

And Jesus? 

Humanity’s greatest miracle: The astonishing creation-conception of the Son of the Author of all eternity, all of 
life, all of humanity: The birth and earthlife of Being too complex for mere humans to describe, to explain. 

The price for this indwelling conception: Obedience, submission, humility—in all the small and great incidents 
and accidents of our lives. A small price indeed for His Life, His incomparable, inimitable LIFE stirring endlessly 
in our own small, mottled selves! Oh, it is not too much for us to cling to Him and shed our helpless or hopeless 
tears, our soiled ways . . . slowly but willingly, and yes, surely to know His sweetness, His strength, His inimitable 
Self.  

THIS is the hidden treasure in our Easter basket.  

The prophet-priest who drew crowds hungry for hope, crumpled with helpless grief. This crowd was hungry for 
sudden drama. It overwhelmed Him as He hung near-naked and helpless before jeering humanity: “Eloi, Eloi, 
lama sabachthani?”  “My God, My God, why have you forsaken me?” His final hours, alone, without the tender 
Presence within Him.  

Earth is full and beautiful beyond You, Holy One. In all its poverties, it sings to You yet. Through all our betrayals 
it mirrors back to You our profound need for mercy. And we, who are ever needful, too often betrayers, rest 
uneasily against that mercy. 
 

For the blurred mirrors of our souls, and the window of our seeing—through a glass darkly, but seeing You, we 
give thanks. You have been always with us—with the pre-man crouched in a jungle, and with his heritors 
hunkered at the first mile of the Kansas trail. At a tiny window on the cusp of the universe. In rain and drought 
and doubt, in the grinding of grain and the grind of life. All—all before time that we know of, and time known    
. . . and forever, beneath the stellar glow of Annunciation.  
 

~ 
 

Oh, Living Christ, we celebrate this Perfect Day, this Perfect Season, when once, so long ago, in earth-life,              
You laid your Life, your Being before us—once and forever, the sacred Journey of Your very Self. How do we thank 
You? By telling Your Story, holding Truth in the palms of our grubby hands, offering this Gift above all gifts to our 
frightened world! Come, come quickly.  
 
 

“Then sings my soul, my Savior God to Thee: 
How great Thou are, how great Thou art!” 

 
 
 
 



Addendum 
(Our pastor graciously invited me to share this experience.) 

 
After Resurrection 

 

Easter: A trail of tears that comes to an "impossible" end. The first step into impossible living—that possibility 
which proves the impossibility of impossible. The end of end. 
 
A strange way to say miracle. But we always need new language for our faith, new framing for the housing of 
our hopes, for the phrasing of our falling and our Rising. We too soon forget. That's what has happened, too 
often, too ubiquitously, to Resurrection, the summa cum laude of our faith. It's too often buried in the tomb of 
antiquity, having died a thousand-thousand deaths by the hands and words . . . the hallowing, but yes, too 
many times the hollowing of messengers who speak by rote.  
 
We are born—and Born Again to live fully and die often. Little deaths: a sudden snap between the synapses—
ZAP!—and eternity breaks loose in the sludgy soul, the bloated brain, the brittle heart . . . and something new 
comes forth. A small, bare death, and where it clung, a delicate cell of Truth is born, unfolds, flowers. An 
"Aha!" A new perception out of the muck of our last thought. The act of Genesis again. And ever again. 
Unending. 
 
The end of every end is a beginning. A Resurrection.  
 

~ 
 

The morning after my mother died, a sparrow crashed into our large picture window. I rushed outside and 
stood looking down at it, one more small heartache. And I bent and picked it up, its dangling head and 
convulsed feet and splayed wings telling the truth. Dead. Except . . . when I folded it gently into my shaky 
hand, its heart had not yet quit. A slow, bare thump against my fingers, one small connection still unsevered.  
And I could not lay it down, could not give it up.  
 
For several hours I cradled birdie, stroked its twisted neck, untangled its claws, folded its wings. Sang to it . . . 
His Eye is On the Sparrow, over and over. And walked blindly through my chores, holding the ravaged little 
body close.  
 
My mother's heart had beat slowly like this, a small, persistent thud-bump, a metronome, for days beyond the 
dying of her self. Now I had to wait it out, walk through it again, for reasons that I could not formulate.  
The morning gone. And suddenly birdie moved. Her eyes flicked open, shut, open, staring at me. No fear, 
simply "Who are you?" I talked to her softly, ran my finger lightly over her neck, and felt a sudden strength 
that straightened it. Life was the sparrow and me, breaking through a barrier. There was nothing else. She 
wriggled suddenly, and I turned her over, stroking her rumpled back. Holding her just tightly enough to keep 
her restrained.  
 
I walked her around the yard thus, while she began to flex, cock her head, survey the landscape. I took her into 
the kitchen, and slipped her gently onto the table. She huddled there—and slowly, began stretching her wings, 
nodding her head elaborately, getting the kinks out, maybe. Practicing the patterns she learned as a hatchling. 
And then, doing push-ups. Settling her feet back under her—those springboards which every flying critter 
needs for a good takeoff. Up and down, toenails gripping the tablecloth. And she swiveled around now, 



perfectly content to use my table, my kitchen, for her pre-flight maneuvers. Slowly I reached, cupped her in 
my hand again without her protest, and carried her out on the deck. And then I heard it, for the first time: 
from a nearby pepper tree, the frantic keening of a bird. A sparrow, of course. Over and over, a small, 
shattering lament. I knew. Birdie knew.  
 
I put her on the railing. She shook herself heartily , and cocked her head one last time. Off she went, dipping a 
bit precariously . . . and then, and then she soared. A grand flutter of leaves high in the pepper, a raucous duet. 
Home.     
 
And yes, my frail little mama was Home, I knew. HIS eye was on His sparrows, and I know He watches me.  
 

~ 
 

The impossibility of impossible. The end of each end, where we are called to die and live again . . . over and 
over, in small and harsh and sometimes heartbreaking places. Preparing joyfully for the final flight.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Crucifixion and Resurrection in Poetry 

 
On The Third Day 
 
When His blood had jelled and swollen  
to a sticky tide 
and ruptured past the frailty of cells  
(that set his course so long ago, 
within the sheltering womb) . . . 
  
When the bloated flesh had broken down— 
starved of lymph and severed from  
its ligaments and bloom  
of neurons, with all their hidden busyness, 
their delicate circuitry . . . 
 
When His hands lay clenched, 
distorted in their final grasp at life or futile  
thrust at death upon the splintered wood. . . 
When the rock outside had knuckled  
down within its Time-carved rut,  
as adamant as hell itself . . . and darkness  
crept and crawled across his  
effigy and breathed its fetid breath . . .  
the seamless Heavens ripped—like a  
shredding of God’s prayer shawl, 
 
and the cracked earth shivered just beyond  
the barren womb that held Him.  
Light became, bloomed within the darkness,  
and Genesis began, began again.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 

You... 

You who came and went and left with  
us a legacy of words and dreams... 
You who parsed the hidden hungers 
of our soul’s exigencies and spat upon  
our eyes to cure our blindness... 
 
You who lay upon our rutted shore 
at night, blanketing the cooling earth,  
and rocked the lonely cradle of the sea... 
You who garbled all our heated,  
frozen words upon our tongues,  
cleansed them in the hollow of your mouth,  
and gave them back to us... 
 
You who wore our shame as a diadem  
of thorns—and forever scarred  
our temples, forever scoured our anger,  
forever scrape our flesh down to  
the timeless shape of you... 
Come back to us, for we are hungry still. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Daybreak, Easter  
   
The air is alive with promise—first faint  
stirrings before the dawn. Wisps of fog drift  
along the barren path, and nest against scrubby 
hillsides. Farther up, in a dark tangle  of branches, 
the sweet, soft "chirrup-chirrup” begins,  
and echoes tree to tree. No sound but this,  
and the small scurry noises of wee animals in their  
race against daybreak. 
 
Now a new intensity breaks upon the land— 
a sudden transfixion of all life, 
as of something bursting forth into life, beyond life . . .  
beyond nature—calling into being, evoking,  
drawing life forth. No breath of wind, no sound  
upon the air; only a vast, primordial hush that hangs  
suspended between death and living, 
time and timelessness . . . . And just as suddenly,  
nature sighs and shakes her branches gingerly,  
awakening on the brink of light. The sun explores  
the hilltops, and the dark valleys wait—cool,  
fragrant, calling out with a thousand tiny voices. 

 
From one deep cavern a deeper shadow moves . . . 
hesitant, groping for balance, as if His battered legs  
betray Him, the shadow becomes Man. 
He leans against a rock that stands intruding,  
incongruous, upon the path, as if somehow misplaced  
there— His body pressed back hard against it,  
 
seeking strength . . . breathing huge gulps of moist air, 
tears coursing down His blood-caked cheeks . . .  
  
And He shudders suddenly, as if to rid Him of a bitter  
dream. Slowly, the heaving chest quiets; his legs  
grow firm. Peace flows over the shattered face.  
He follows the glowing hills with red-rimmed eyes— 
Caressing, joy-filled eyes. “ABBA!”  His voice rings out,  
triumphant. He is risen . . . 


